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Abstract—The advent of 5G has sparked interest in Wi-Fi
ofﬂoading techniques that enable efﬁcient resource sharing and
congestion management of wireless communication spectrum.
However, ofﬂoading data between multiple networks (i.e. service
providers) requires costly inter-provider communication which
has a substantial overhead as well as high ofﬂoading latency.
Moreover, involvement of the proﬁt-oriented decision making of
service providers has an inherent weakness of unfair scheduling
among users and networks. To overcome those problems, this
research work proposes a holistic framework similar to an online
data market place where existing infrastructure can be used to set
up Wi-Fi zones that everyone can use from their own data plan
irrespective of the network operators they belong to. First, our
proposed architecture improves the efﬁcacy of ofﬂoading by using
decentralized nature of the emerging Software-Deﬁned Networking
(SDN) to set up an operator-assisted data ofﬂoading platform,
resulting in efﬁcient inter-provider communication. Second, our
proposal strengthens the fair scheduling of ofﬂoading resources by
using blockchain technology to initiate unbiased and independent
decision making. The resulting service is a rating system for the
sellers to make reliable transactions for payments.
Index Terms—Blockchain, Smart Contract, Ethereum, Scalability, Performance, SDN, Data Ofﬂoading, OpenFlow, 5G

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wi-Fi ofﬂoading is a technique increasingly being used in the
present world to reduce the congestion of trafﬁc on the cellular
frequency band. The introduction of 5G technology in the year
2020 imminently creates a massive surge of telecommunication
trafﬁc on the limited cellular frequency spectrum. Due to this,
it is necessary to ﬁnd alternative solutions for handling the
cellular trafﬁc more effectively where Wi-Fi ofﬂoading appears
to be one of the most effective solutions at the moment. With
the increased use of internet services, more people tend to
establish personal Wi-Fi access points at homes and work. By
diverting a considerable portion of trafﬁc via Wi-Fi networks,
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) gain the ability to cater to
the growing demand at a signiﬁcantly cheaper cost [1]. Here,
the Wi-Fi network is assumed to be using wired or optical
infrastructure, not the wireless medium, when connecting to the
Base Station. The key features of this Wi-Fi ofﬂoading platform
over the typical Wi-Fi ofﬂoading platforms would be the use
of Blockchain for ensuring the secure transactions between
different stakeholders, for making the best and optimum ofﬂoad
decision and avoiding the necessity of user-triggered ofﬂoading.
The most important feature of this system would be the ability

to share this platform between different operators and the ability
to create a dynamic market place of Wi-Fi providers.
Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) is the next evolution
of networking and one of the most trending technologies
driving the future of network engineering. SDN introduces
much-needed ﬂexibility and programmability to the modern
networks, which are dealing with increasingly high trafﬁc
densities compared to traditional networks [2]. OpenFlow is
a protocol that introduces programmability to networks by
allowing SDN controllers to manage, control, and monitor the
trafﬁc through forwarding network devices such as OpenFlow
enabled switches [3].
Blockchain is one of the most trending software technology
that has been popular in the world with the vital creation
of Bitcoin. One of the main properties of Bitcoin is the
decentralized approach, which has no centralized database,
and therefore there is no single point of failure [4]. Smart
contracts are a form of executable programs that can carry out
transactions or operations with a higher level of reliability and
trust in between un-trusted parties in a blockchain environment.
These are based on terms of the agreement between the relevant
parties and are self-executable [5].
In literature, various architectures propose different approaches for Wi-Fi ofﬂoading. The approaches can be categorized based on several criterias. However, most of these
proposed ofﬂoading platforms are either user-triggered or are
triggered by third-party applications having limited knowledge
of network conditions [6]. However in [6], Liyanage et al.
propose an operator-assisted ofﬂoading architecture based on
SDN for 5G networks.While some of the ideas proposed in the
literature are analogous to this research work, the necessity of
making trusted, unbiased ofﬂoad-decisions in a commercially
implemented data ofﬂoading platform has not been properly
addressed.
Our Contribution To address these issues, this paper proposes a blockchain-based Wi-Fi ofﬂoading platform for SDN
based future 5G networks. The proposed platform uses SDN
to set up an operator-assisted data ofﬂoading platform powered
by Blockchain. Blockchain initiates unbiased and independent
decision making, to implement a rating system for the sellers,
and to make reliable transactions for payments while ensuring
reliable and unbiased decision making using the pre-agreed
service and cost parameters of offered internet connections.

Smart contracts being run independently inside the Blockchain
decides to which Wi-Fi Service Provider (WSP) the requesting
User Equipment (UE) should be ofﬂoaded into, and this makes
the sharing of Wi-Fi zones between multiple operators to
have higher trust. A prototype of the proposed platform is
emulated using Mininet-WiFi Emulator and Ropsten Ethereum
testbed to verify the viability of the proposal and evaluate the
performance.
The rest of this paper organized as follow. Section II presents
the related work, and Section III describes the proposed
ofﬂoading platform. Section IV presents the Implementation
and comparison of results. Finally, Section V explains the
conclusions.
II. P ROPOSED O FFLOAD P LATFORM
The proposed Wi-Fi ofﬂoading platform is based on SDN
and is similar to a Data market place where numerous WiFi Service Providers (WSPs) may be available for a UE to
chose from at a time. Here, WSP is not to be confused with
ISP or referred to as Mobile Network in this paper. WSP is
just an organization (Coffee shop, University, Restaurant) with
an internet connection who is willing to let people use their
internet connection to access the internet and, in return, expect
a payment for the bandwidth consumed by them. Here, the
pricing plan considers the bandwidth consumed by the user in
that particular session as if used from user’s existing plan with
his/her ISP (The ISP and user can also have a different pricing
plan in between them for the bandwidth consumed inside the
proposed platform, as per their preference). Therefore, the user
does not need to pay the WSP separately on the spot. Later,
the ISP of that user will be paying the WSP for the bandwidth
that its customer received from WSP’s internet connection.

Mobile Network SDN (MN-SDN) controller by forwarding
the Service Set Identiﬁers (SSIDs) of available Access Points
(APs). MN-SDN controller runs an algorithm to push the SSIDs
of these APs into the Blockchain. Smart Contracts executed
in the Blockchain, decides the best WSP among the provided
WSPs, after considering various parameters included in the
pre-agreements made by each of these WSPs in the IPFS
database. In addition to the pricing and QoS parameters, the
smart contract also refers to the WSP Rating system, located
in another IPFS database mapped to the WSP IDs. This step
makes sure the WSPs in question aren’t blacklisted by the WSP
Rating system for violating the agreements for QoS or pricing
parameters. This step also helps in breaking ties in case multiple
WSPs among the requested WSPs having similar pricing and
QoS parameters, the WSP having a higher rating score may
get the priority. A detailed description of the proposed WSP
Rating System is provided later in this paper.
Next, the smart contract informs the ofﬂoading decision to
the MN-SDN controller, and ﬁnally, the respective MN-SDN
controller communicates with the respective WSP-SDN controller and grants permission to initiate the ofﬂoading process
by connecting to the UE and starting a session.
A. Blockchain Assisted Ofﬂoading
The research proposes an ofﬂoading platform for SoftwareDeﬁned Mobile Networks (SDMN) based on Blockchain. The
initial idea of the architecture is taken from [6] with the novelty
of having an improved platform with Blockchain. The platform
can be used to ofﬂoad the data trafﬁc of the mobile networks
to any non-3GPP technology, but this paper focuses only on
ofﬂoading the mobile network trafﬁc to a Wi-Fi network.

(a) The Architecture of Ofﬂoading
Platform

(b) The Data Ofﬂoading Core

Fig. 2: The Proposed Wi-Fi Ofﬂoading Platform
Fig. 1: Proposed Ofﬂoad Mechanism
Figure 1 shows the visual representation of an ofﬂoad
scenario involved with multiple WSPs. All of these WSPs
have agreed to provide the ofﬂoading facility to users under
different Quality of Service (QoS) and pricing parameters. The
platform stores all these agreements in an Inter-Planetary File
System (IPFS) database accessible by the Blockchain. IPFS
is a peer to peer network for storing and sharing data in a
distributed ﬁle systems [7]. When a UE detects one or multiple
WSPs in its proximity, it requests ofﬂoading from the respective

As a critical feature of the proposed platform, the user does
not actively participate in taking the ofﬂoading decision, and
instead, the MN-SDN controller takes the ofﬂoading decision
for the device based on the preferences and interests of the user.
Using a mobile application installed in the mobile phones, MNSDN controller senses the available APs. The application sends
the SSIDs of available APs to the MN-SDN controller, which
decides the best ofﬂoading solution with the help of Smart
Contract implemented on Blockchain, and ultimately the device
will be ofﬂoaded seamlessly.

The data ofﬂoading-core is the main module of the platform
that contains all the classes and functions that are required to
perform the ofﬂoading action. The platform implements the
ofﬂoading-core as an application plane program that runs on
top of each network controller. Figure 2b further describes the
ofﬂoading core.
The core contains different modules for different ofﬂoading
scenarios, i.e., Signal Strength-based, bandwidth-based, and
cost-based. The Mobile Network operator can assign these
ofﬂoading scenarios according to the type of connection that
the subscriber owns. Therefore the Smart contract makes the
ofﬂoad decision based on the ofﬂoad scenario the MN-SDN
controller assigns. Making the ofﬂoad decision and managing
the WSP Rating system are performed by separate Smart
contracts.
By using the smart contracts, the research expects to increase
the reliability and trust between each party. Every WSP that
signs up with the platform has the intention of having more
UEs ofﬂoaded to its APs, which results in a higher ﬁnancial
beneﬁt for the particular WSP. Therefore, there should be a
mechanism that ensures the trust between each party that the
decision-making process and other activities performed by the
mediator are unbiased and accurate. In this platform, all the
WSPs have pre-agreed to provide the ofﬂoading service under
different pricing and service parameters. These parameters are
stored in a database. The database stores parameters such as
bandwidth, pricing details, and the SSIDs of APs belonging to
each WSP mapped to the WSP-ID.
For the three ofﬂoading scenarios proposed in the architecture, the MN-SDN controller uses the data stored in the
database for decision making in cost-based and bandwidth
based ofﬂoading scenarios. In signal strength based ofﬂoading,
the UE itself can be used to measure the receiving signal
strengths.

the best WSP based on the chosen ofﬂoad scenario. Afterward,
it sends a response back to the MN-SDN controller with the
chosen WSP to initiate the ofﬂoading.

Fig. 4: Flow diagram for Decision Making Smart Contracts
Figure 4 shows how the decision taking smart contracts are
running on this platform. In the beginning, the contract takes
the access points available to the mobile device and the chosen
ofﬂoad scenario as inputs. Then it retrieves relevant data such
as cost, bandwidth, rating score of the WSP from the databases.
Then, the smart contract selects the best WSP with the lowest
cost or with the highest bandwidth.
B. Multi-Controller Communication
In this section, the paper describes the multi-controller communication mechanism of the proposed platform. In order to
complete the ofﬂoad process, the MN-SDN controller and a
WPS-SDN controller need to communicate to authenticate and
authorize the process. Figure 5 describes the proposed message
exchange between two controllers to perform the task of WiFi ofﬂoading. From each network’s end (Wi-Fi and Mobile),
the ofﬂoading core is responsible for managing the ofﬂoading
function with coded algorithms.

Fig. 3: Blockchain Sequence diagram

Fig. 5: The proposed Inter-Controller Communication Mechanism

The MN-SDN controller communicates with the Blockchain,
as shown in ﬁgure 3, to ﬁnd the best WSP for ofﬂoading. The
Blockchain works as a separate application above the ofﬂoading
core. When the MN-SDN controller sends available WSP IDs
to the Blockchain, it runs a smart contract that can access and
retrieve data relevant to the respective WSPs from the database.
Next, the system executes another smart contract to determine

First (step 1), a UE enters into a zone where the proposed
platform is implemented. At this stage, the UE is still connected
to the internet through its MN-SDN controller through an
eNodeB. Then, the UE discovers the availability of Wi-Fi
ofﬂoading service and the SSIDs of the APs offering the
service. In step 2, this information is sent to its respective
MN-SDN controller by the UE. MN-SDN controller has the

responsibility of selecting which AP belonging to which WSP
is offering the best service. For this, the MN-SDN controller
seeks the contribution of the smart contracts running inside
a Blockchain. The decision-taking algorithms implemented in
the smart contract decide the best ofﬂoad solution, as explained
previously. After selecting the best AP, as shown in step 4, the
MN-SDN controller contacts the relevant WSP-SDN controller
and informs that it can ofﬂoad the UE from the mobile network
to its Wi-Fi network. In step 5, the two SDN controllers, MNSDN controller, and WSP-SDN controller, synchronize the user
credentials of the subscriber. After that, the UE initiates a WiFi connection with the selected AP in step 6. In step 7, the
MN-SDN controller forwards the ongoing session details to
the WSP-SDN controller to continue the session without a
disruption ensuring seamless ofﬂoading. Then Wi-Fi network
sends the ofﬂoad complete Acknowledgment (Ack) to the MNSDN controller. In the last step (step 11), the mobile network
releases all the radio links. Now, the platform has successfully
ofﬂoaded the UE into the Wi-Fi network.
C. WiFi Service Provider Rating System
To ensure the quality of service provided by the proposed
ofﬂoading platform, this paper suggests a rating system where
all the WSPs carry a rating score At the end of each session,
the WSP-SDN controller sends automatically generated session
detail to the WSP rating system, located at a separate IPFS
database. Along with the session details, it sends an autogenerated rating score based on a comparison between the
actual Bandwidth provided during the session against the preagreed Bandwidth the connection was supposed to deliver according to the agreement. Therefore, this indicates the quality of
service provided by the particular WSP. This score is associated
with taking administrative decisions within the platform, such
as blacklisting of the WSPs, which fails to achieve a pre-deﬁned
satisfactory rating score. In addition, the payment protocol can
also be structured to associate with the rating scores, which
will beneﬁt the WSPs, which are maintaining higher rating
scores. Hence, the WSPs will be encouraged to maintain the
best quality of service to increase their revenue, and thus the
quality of service enjoyed by the users can also be enhanced.
By implementing this system in a tamper-proof IPFS
database and the use of Blockchain-based Smart contracts
for decision making makes the system more trustworthy and
reliable.
This paper proposes a set of model equations to give a rating
score on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 is for the worst and
100 for the best. The score is calculated based on the difference
between pre-agreed bandwidth (Bagreed ) and actual average
bandwidth (Bavg ).
(1)
BΔ = Bagreed − Bavg

Ri = Rbw0 −

Bagreed − Bavg
Bagreed


∗ 100%

(2)

Equation 2 governs the rating score. An initial score of Rbw0
= 100 is given to every WSP and BΔ is deducted from it. If

the WSP was able to maintain an actual average bandwidth that
is very close to the agreed bandwidth, RΔ is minimal. Hence
Ri is close to 100. This score is recorded for each session.
After that, an average rating score for each WSP (RW SP ) is
calculated and updated in a database.
N
Ri
(3)
Rwsp = i=1
N
Here, N is the number of records.
It is indeed possible to monitor the quality of service
provided by the WSPs by looking at the overall rating score.
However, what matters the most is the recent performance of
the WSPs. Therefore, it is better to deﬁne a moving average
that considers both the overall and recent performance of the
WSPs to deﬁne a new, updated, and more practical rating score:
moving average (Rmoving ).
Rmoving = αRrecent + βRoverall

(4)

In equation 4, Rrecent and Roverall are multiplied with
coefﬁcients α and β where α + β= 1 to give a weight to
recent and overall performance. These α and β coefﬁcient
values can be set by the mobile network operator as preferred.
The effective time period to calculate Rrecent is also operator
dependant and could be decided as preferred.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The authors implemented the proposed ofﬂoading platform
on a testbed using Mininet-WiFi [8] as the network emulator
and Floodlight as the SDN controller. Figure 6 illustrates
the experimental testbed used for generating the following
experimental data related to the performance of the proposed architecture. This research implemented the proposed blockchain
model on the Ethereum platform and tested it with smart
contracts on Ropsten testnet [9].

Fig. 6: Experimental Testbed
A. Ofﬂoading Delay
The ﬁrst experiment measured the ofﬂoading delay of the
platform without the involvement of Blockchain and Smart
Contracts. The experiment calculated the average ofﬂoading
delay by making 20 ofﬂoading attempts in the Mininet-Wiﬁ
emulator, as shown in ﬁgure 7. According to ﬁgure 7, it could
be seen that the ofﬂoading delay without the involvement of
Blockchain lies within milliseconds range, and the average
ofﬂoad delay is 63.73ms.

Fig. 7: Ofﬂoad delay without Blockchain processing

Fig. 9: Time Delay with Third-party Application

Fig. 8: Time Delay on Blockchain Operations

However, as explained previously, ensuring trust between the
untrusted counterparts in the platform is a vital necessity in a
platform involving ﬁnancial transactions. Therefore, decisiontaking should always be accurate and unbiased. The third-party
web application developed to make ofﬂoading decisions fails
to address this issue. However, the Blockchain-based smart
contracts ensure the accuracy and trust in executing the logic as
it proves to be tamper-proof, as explained earlier. Therefore, the
use of Blockchain-based smart contracts to execute the ofﬂoad
decision making can be considered to be worthy, even with the
monetary cost for contract execution and increased ofﬂoading
delay.
Moreover, this ofﬂoading delay does not represent a connection drop. During the ofﬂoading delay, the UE would still be
enjoying internet access through Mobile-data and will only be
ofﬂoaded into the WSP’s Wi-Fi network when the ofﬂoading
decision is successfully transmitted back to the device.

Next, the time delay for the blockchain operation was
measured, as shown in ﬁgure 8. This gives an indication of
the average decision-making time from the Blockchain. The
authors carried out the test by assigning several hypothetical
cost and bandwidth parameters for dummy WSPs created in
the platform. The experiment executed the smart contract for
25 times, and at each attempt, platform measured the block
time using the Ropsten Etherscan platform. According to the
test, the average processing delay is 12.68s. The variation of
the Blockchain processing delay could be occurring as a result
of the dynamic network congestion in the mining network.
Here it is important to note that the average ofﬂoading delay
occurred as a result of network searching and synchronization
delay in the SDN environment is within milli-seconds range
as observed in above. Therefore delay caused due to the
processing delay of Blockchain takes a prominent signiﬁcance
in determining the end to end ofﬂoading delay. However, by
taking the summation of the average values of both cases, it
can be concluded that the average end to end ofﬂoading delay
is approximately 12.74s.
In order to compare the Blockchain-based approach with
other possible approaches for ofﬂoad decision making, the authors designed a third-party web application to carry out ofﬂoad
decision making in place of Smart contracts. The designed
application executes a similar algorithm that is used in the
smart contract to determine the best ofﬂoading solution (best
WSP to be connected into). The authors experimented with the
platform to measure the ofﬂoading delay when using the thirdparty application for ofﬂoad decision making. The experiment
followed a similar procedure to calculate the average ofﬂoading
delay and as shown in ﬁgure 9, it can be seen that the average
ofﬂoading delay is 44.18ms,which is signiﬁcantly faster than
the Blockchain-based approach.

B. Feasibility of Ofﬂoading Mechanism
The next set of experiments investigated the working of
the ofﬂoading platform with the signal strength based ofﬂoad
mechanism enabled. The receiving signal strength for a mobile
station is inversely proportional to the distance [10]. Initially,
the experiment introduced ten subscribers to the emulated
environment near the eNodeB, and at t=20s, two subscribers
were moved near to the Wi-Fi coverage area, at t=50s, they
were moved back to starting place. Here it should be noted
that, even though the subscribers were moved at t=20s, due
to the blockchain processing delay and ofﬂoading delay, the
subscribers have been ofﬂoaded approximately at t=33s. At
t=50s, subscribers have moved back to the Mobile Network
almost instantaneously. At t=80 seconds, the experiment moved
all ten subscribers near to the AP. Here, all were ofﬂoaded
into the platform when they are within the signal zone of AP.
This happened since there was higher signal strength, and the
experiment implemented no restrictions on the no. of users in
the WN-SDN controller. The observation shows the effect of
ofﬂoading delay again in this instance.
Figure 10 veriﬁes the successful working of the signal
strength based ofﬂoad mechanism.
C. Bandwidth Gain for Users
The next experiment measured the average throughput of
the platform when a user was moved in and out of the Wi-Fi

Fig. 10: Signal Strength Based Ofﬂoading

AP range. The experiment assigned the Wi-Fi controller link
to 100Mbps, and the LTE link to 10Mbps in the emulated
environment. Initially the subscriber was connected with the
Mobile Network, at t=20s the subscriber was moved into the
Wi-Fi AP range and at t=60s, was connected back to the Mobile
Network.

the system continuously monitors the QoS of the connections
offered by WSPs to ensure a satisfactory user experience
while encouraging WSPs to maintain high QoS to gain higher
revenue. The authors implemented a prototype of the proposed
architecture using the Floodlight SDN controller, RESTful
architecture, and Ethereum platform. The experiments revealed
that the leading cause of ofﬂoading delay in the proposed
architecture is due to the Blockchain processing delay. Further
experiments observed the bandwidth gain experienced by the
users by ofﬂoading into a Wi-Fi network. The experiment
results veriﬁed that our platform is functional under expected
circumstances and provide the expected advantages over the
traditional approaches.
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Fig. 11: Bandwidth Gain from ofﬂoading
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